Porn at the Denver International Airport
Welcome to Revelation Unraveled. I'm your host William Tapley also
known as the third Eagle of the Apocalypse and the co-prophet of the
End Times.
(Anderson Cooper speaking) It's quite a resume isn't it? Quite a
resume indeed.
Now wait a minute Mr. Anderson Cooper. I know you are making fun of
me. Last week you mocked me, by putting me on your Ridiculist.
Time now for the Ridiculist and tonight we're adding a gentleman by
the name of William Tapley.

The reason you are making fun of me, is because I made a video
pointing out, that there are sexual images in a mural at the Denver
International Airport. Now let me assure you, I do have credentials of
understanding art I suspect, a whole lot more than you do. I have
received a Bachelor's degree from Columbia University, for example. I
majored in Fine Arts. I did graduate work at the Syracuse University,
School of Architecture. I've also studied at SUNY at New Paltz, and I
even spent a month at the Art Students League in New York. In all four
of those colleges and universities, I did artwork from live models, both
male and female. For example, this work here I did as a student. I have
studied art. I have studied male and female nude models. I know what
I'm talking about Mr. Cooper.
The fact is, Mr. Leo Tanguma, the artist of the Denver International
Airport murals, has embedded hidden sexual images in his painting,
and not just sexual images. This is pornography. That is why he has
made it a secret, and Mr. Cooper I am no prude. I do not oppose nudity
in art. Michelangelo did nudes of both men and women, and his art is
in the Sistine Chapel where the Pope says Mass. Art with nudes can
even be in churches. However, there is a fine line between art and
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pornography. In fact in the Sistine Chapel, some people think
Michelangelo crossed that line, but we usually give artists the benefit of
the doubt, but Mr. Tanguma has not only crossed that line, he has
embedded pornography in his mural, and this is why he hides what he
is doing. I thought I had made that clear. Here is a clip from your
program Mr. Cooper.
And on this program I will point out, that many of them are phallic
symbols. (Anderson Cooper speaking) Say what now? I know what
you're thinking. This sounds like another crazy conspiracy theory from
some loon on the internet, but before we rush to judgment, let's hear
the man out, because it just so happens William has some evidence,
oh yeah.

This sign on the penguins cage, constitutes a phallic symbol. Please
notice that the Latin name for this bird includes the word "impennis".
Now that is not accidental.
The bird standing upright is phallic. The shape of the sign is phallic,
and even the name is phallic. (Anderson Cooper laughs). It's really not
that funny Mr. Cooper. You ought to read the nasty comments that the
YouTube trollers posted on that video. In fact on this video, I am not
even going to use the p-word. I am going to say private parts instead.
Now let's take another look at Mr. Tanguma's mural. Now in
Tanguma's mural, the male and the female parts, it's their positioning,
that makes this a pornographic image. But maybe my arguments are
not all that convincing for you Mr. Cooper.
Now I must say I don't find William's argument all that convincing and
I'm kind of disappointed.
Okay, so let me spell it out for you Mr. Cooper, or in this case, let me
draw it out for you. Now if you had taken art class Mr. Cooper, you
would know that this is a female private part and this is the male
private part, but I'm going to mark it for you, so that you may see it very
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clearly. Now let me assure you, that Mr. Leo Tanguma is no
Michelangelo.

This is pornography. This is not art. And so Mr. Cooper, it is time for
you to take me off your Ridiculist. What if the artist has a pang of
conscience some day, and admits what he did. Then you are going to
look ridiculous, and I will be exonerated.
And Mr. Cooper I am going to send you a copy of my free book. I hope
this address is correct. Anderson Cooper 360, 1 Time Warner Centre,
New York, New York 10019- 8012.
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